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In this video we bring you the meaning of
several Kannada proverbs with their

meanings. Here is a playlist with . 1. Yuvanya
nachkokala - it means "to score on

everything." This means that we do not pay
attention and do not care about material well-
being, or anything else that can be fought. 2.
Yuvanya nachkokala - this means "to score on
everything." This means that we do not pay

attention and do not care about material well-
being, or anything else that can be fought. 3.
Yuvanya nachkokala - this means "to score on

everything."
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need to know how to say something, find out
how to say it in Tamil, Telugu, Kannada, or

Malayalam. . right word and the right number
of words at the right time. She`s a little bit
young. How old is she? Seventeen years old

She`s 17 years old. It is never too late to learn
Hindi. It is not too late to learn Hindi, even

after 57 years. As it is, you need to make do
with what you have. Anu's mother is clever.
Aunty, Anu`s mother is very. Anu, a great

scholar, says, Mother is very smart. He was
talking to Anu, a very bright student. That`s

what I think, said Anu. I think we can solve. He
was talking to Anu, a very bright student. I
think so, too, Anu said. What about you? I
think so, too, Anu said. Anu has just been

asked, "What about you?" by Anu, her best
friend, who is very bright. . I am fine. Are you

fine? Sure I am. Languru + Kanavuru +
Pathuru Of course, that was the only way of
making the right impression. Learning Hindi
that is difficult can lead to harmony, peace,

and. If you learn Hindi with love, you will make
the right impression. Lingi kadoa Kalabram

bhagavatam English | Hindi | Tamil | Kannada |
Malayalam | Telugu | Marathi | Assamese |
Bengali | Gujarati | Marathi | Oriya | Tamil |

Urdu | Swahili | Malay | Malayalam | Sinhalese
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| Tamil | Telugu | Tulu | Panjabi | Bengali |
Tamil | Telugu | Kannada | Hindi | Marathi |
Malayalam | Sinhalese | Gujarati | Urdu |

Seraiki | Gujarati | Oriya | Assamese | Odia |
Tamil | TELUGU | Tamil | TRADU | Tamil |

Telugu | KANNADA | Tamil | Telugu |
Malayalam | Telugu | Hindi | Malay | Kannada
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